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The morning

One day on a Sunday I woke up so early. I was extremely excited to go to the water 
park! My whole family and I went to Swim Park.My brother, my cousin and I went to the 
kids area and had a good fun. My cousin did not want to get on any of the big slides so 
my uncle, my sister and I went on every slide without my brother!



When we arrived 
The first one I went on was called “The Giant” with my aunt but when we 
finished she was so scared and storemed of because she does not like 
drops! Since we had never been on this we didn't know. My Mom came 
around with us but did not go on any slides because she does not like water. 
My dad was at the kids area minding the children. There was one slide, it 
took so long to get up to the top, but it was definitely worth it! It was called 
“Shanzu”. It had a dragon that looked pretty epic! 



The rush

 Suddenly, we noticed the time. The water park closed at six and it was already 
three! We started to rush on every slide. The tallest slide in the park was called 
“The Tower of Power”. It was not  worth  waiting in line because when you go 
down you couldn't see anything. You can catch a glimpse of the underwater part 
on that ride but if you go in the “Lazy River” you can see all of the fish and sharks 
being fed. I still wonder how people got up on the wall to feed the fish? 



The Eruption

There were to big slides one called “Dragon” and the other called “Volcano”. On one of 
my sister and I had to go with two other girls. When we went down the hole it was very 
dark, I could barely see, but then I saw a bit of light. My sister started to scream then I 
noticed that we were in a big bowl. We kept swinging back and forth - it felt like was 
never going to end.  After going on the “Dragon” we decided to go on the “Volcano”.   We 
went down an even darker hole next! I knew it were in a aline circle. We couldn't stop 
spinning and then we went down the hole into the light.  



Dragon fire

After the “Dragon” and the “Volcano” we went to other slides. One of them was called the 
“Water Shuriken” and another was called “Bull Rage”. We went on “Bull Rage” first. It 
was big and white. When we went down the hill we started to gain more speed. 
Surprisingly, I nearly drowned on the wall! I was like, “How did this happen!?” after that!
 



The rage of the bull

We had a choice to go on the Bull Rage or the Shuriken i decided shuriken,  so we went on the shuriken 
when we got on the circle floater we started to go down the hill and came in to the bowel, but we did not 
spin around like usaluy we got in the bowel and there was a  hole in front of us. I know  understand why 
the bowel was sideways now because it made us go straight down, then we hit the end and it was over so 
quickly but super fun.



The tower of power

 Siam Park has seven of the biggest 
slides. The tower of  is 28 meters in 
height and the speed of up to 80 km 
and along the ride you pass through 
a huge Aquarium full of sharks and 
rays.  The park is enormous, you 
could spend hours and hours in 
there.The water slides are so big 
ormous, you could spend hours and 
hours in there.The water slides are 
so big 
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